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ABSTRACT

The renewable economic emission transmit is a significant and new assignment in the modern 
power system. This article develops oppositional grasshopper optimization algorithm (OGOA), 
which depends on the social dealings of the grasshopper in nature, to solve renewable energy-based 
economic emission dispatch (EED) considering uncertainty in wind power availability and a carbon 
tax on emission from the thermal unit. To speed up the convergence speed and advance the simulation 
results, opposition-based learning (OBL) is integrated with the fundamental GOA in OGOA algorithm. 
To show the nonlinearity of wind power availability, the Weibull distribution is used. A standard 
system containing two wind farms and six thermal units is used for testing the dispatch model for 
three different loads. The statistical outcomes of the applied OGOA technique are compared with 
basic GOA and quantum-inspired particle swarm optimization (QPSO) optimization. It is observed 
that OGOA is more skillful than basic GOA technique for significantly reducing the computation 
time and developing hopeful outcomes.

KEywORDS
Direct Cost, Economic Emission Load Dispatch (EELD), Emission Tax, Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm 
(GOA), Oppositional-Based Learning (OBL), Overestimation, Renewable-Wind Energy, Underestimation

1. INTRODUCTION

To alleviate the challenges of power crisis and make clean environment, renewable energy is the main 
agenda of pollution free energy in entire planet. The primary objective of renewable energy based 
load dispatch (RELD) is to organize the dedicated generators and wind turbines’ outcome; equipped 
in a particular path that the whole power generation charge and pollutant dangerous emission are 
diminished, by fulfilling the power requirement and every additional working constraints. Due to the 
exhaust hazard gases, environmental degradation is a major problem today. So this topic will give 
confidence for all the urbanized and upward countries to incorporate renewable sources like bio-
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energy, solar, wind etc. using conservative fossil fuels power units to meet up their rapidly increasing 
requirement of energy.

For stochastic environment of renewable possessions, renewable wind generation production is 
not easy to predict (Panigrahi et al. 2010). Most of these works used a valid statistics distribution 
and it is known as Weibull distribution and it is introduced (Li L-L et al. 2021; Shi et al. 2012; 
Muhammad et al. 2019; Ilhan et al. 2018; Hazra & Roy, 2020; Chaudhary et al. 2020) to represent 
the variability of wind. As the deviation of renewable wind speed controls the outputs of windmill, 
so wind power forecasting errors will carry a chief trouble for counting the system keep marginal 
level. A similar work can be seen in the literature of Ganesan et al. 2020. It is offer the assurance of 
steadfast and a secure operation. The unrestrained wind power penetration is a dangerous work for 
a complex electrical energy system and it may resulted out an unbalanced system. To meet the load 
demand, scheduling of hybrid wind thermal [WT] system as a type of optimal generation scheduling 
and it should be made in such a manner that the entire cost and contamination are decreased by 
satisfying multiple number of constraints (Hazra & Roy, 2015). In some literatures (Liu & Xu, 2010; 
Hetzer et al. 2008), scientific optimization method related to probabilistic phenomena are worn to 
compact with uncertainty of renewable generation of power. Employment of amalgam of the electric 
vehicles (PHEVs) plug-in and Thermo-Electric Cooling Devices (TECD) have been introduced for 
sufficient charging allocation strategy using metaheuristics approaches (Vasant et al. 2020; Vasant et 
al. 2017). Economic load dispatch (ELD) is a method to assign the generating sectors in such a way 
that the working charge is diminished by fulfilling the load demand. ELD with reflection of carbon 
pollution tax and incorporation of renewable power are a modern trend as well as it is an promising 
method. In this literature, the ELD having six conventional fossil fuel units under a very few loading 
situation is processed by imposing carbon emission and an another way i.e. without using pollution 
of harmful carbon. Later, two wind parks are incorporated to the systems and ELD is processed by 
including pollution penalty i.e. tax of carbon and secondly in another way i.e. without using carbon 
emission tax. The wind thermal collective systems is a multi-objective, multi-stage, complex and non 
smooth optimization issue. Owing to the stochastic characteristics of wind, available wind power is 
complicated to predict (Muhammad et al. 2019; Hazra & Roy, 2021; Chaudhary et al. 2020), that’s why 
probability distribution function (PDF) is in use for shape the wind speed profiles. In this manuscript, 
thermal power plant incorporating wind energy has been discussed and successfully been solved 
using efficient meta-heuristics algorithms as well as power system operation and generation using 
conventional and non-conventional energy sources has been discussed. So, the proposed research 
work is very significant topic for the power system researchers. The proposed research work is a 
promising topics for operation of power system, because by using the renewable energy sources the 
society can be protected from the effect of dangerous greenhouse gases as well as the power can be 
generated at cheap rate and it helps the consumer to get electricity at affordable price. 

A newly developed meta-heuristic optimization is an iterative method that supports the entire 
problem in a new capable way to determine the near-optimal solution. Due to the significant 
achievements of meta-heuristics concept (Vasant et al. 2020) for solving many kinds of non convex 
optimization process, and the interest has been slowly transferred to meta-heuristics technique from 
population-based techniques for handling the difficulty in the nonlinear system. In recent times, 
a lot of scholars have written their concentration with evolutionary techniques for load dispatch 
problems with constraint such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Meng et al. 2010), chemical 
reaction optimization (CRO) (Roy & Hazra, 2015), differential evolution (DE) (Bhattacharya & 
Chattopadhyay, 2010), and predator pray optimization (PPO) (Hazra & Roy, 2015). Zhang et al. 
(Zhang et al. 2013) offered PSO with a minor world agreement to enlighten the duplication for 
renewable power integration. Abbaspour et al. (Abbaspour et al. 2016) recognized best possible 
wind power operation scheduling by including condensed storage of air energy. Chen et al. (Chen et 
al. 2015) projected, administration slanting production allotment of renewable energy by deploying 
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fresh period algorithm. Jin et al. (Jin et al. 2016) anticipated finest probable day-ahead training by 
considering the reconfigurable capability as well as urban energy systems.

Few researchers have furthermore uncovered the blow of wind integration on reserve dispatch 
by optimizing (Surender et al. 2015), the all objective function (Dubey et al. 2015) through the 
multi-objective platform. Aghaei et al. (Aghaei et al. 2013) recommended for renewable generation 
training construction in a well equipped load transmit problem which are stochastic type over the 
24-h time range. Basu successfully solved wind and solar based dynamic economic dispatch problem 
in her recent endeavor (Basu M. 2019). Xuebin et al. analyzed hydro-thermal-wind-photo voltaic 
(Xuebin et al. 2019) coordinated operation considering the comprehensive utilization of reservoirs. 
In recent times, Firouzi et al. (Firouzi et al. 2013) incorporated wind power plant for the DEED 
(dynamic economic emission dispatch) problem of the scheme of power sector. To estimate the 
practicability and competence of the recommended outline, it was useful for a tiny and the major 
power sector. Bai et al. investigated artificial bee colony (ABC) (Bai & Lee, 2016) as well as it have 
been anticipated to solve ELD problem by considering the uncertainty of wind power. Hetzer et al. 
(Hetzer & Bhattrarai, 2008) elaborated about penalty cost of available source of renewable power. 
Pollutant emission and generation cost minimization, Mondal et al. (Mondal et al. 2013) introduced 
gravitational search algorithm (GSA) for a recent load dispatch issues. A stochastic structure for the 
doubts of renewable wind source for plug-in electric vehicles patterns related to driving mechanism 
are addressed by researchers Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2013). Based on the interior point technique and 
particle swarm optimization (PSO), Zhao et al. (Zhao et al. 2012) developed a new algorithm to 
explain the economic transmit problem. By using uncertainty of wind diffusion, Alham et al. (Alham 
et al. 2016) invented multi objective load dispatch. Morshed et al. (Morshed et al. 2018) developed a 
plug-in electric vehicles (PEV), renewable energy of wind (WE) and photovoltaic (PV) sources for 
a mixture load flow problem. The transmission jamming relief and storage application of renewable 
wind power is expressed by the researcher Arabali et al. (Arabali et al. 2013). To explain hybrid 
wind–thermal ELD system, a weighted probabilistic neural network and a hybridized edition of 
the biogeography-based optimization is nicely incorporated by Krishnasamy et al. (Krishnasamy & 
Nanjundappan, 2016). The usefulness of the deployed approach has been confirmed by validating 
the outcomes of the presented technique with the other accessible technologies, which are presented 
in the literature. To estimate the usefulness the projected technique was examined on different load 
systems with using renewable wind power and without using renewable wind power.

Though the abovementioned techniques propose a considerable performance of the system, 
they still have few drawbacks. Nearly all aforesaid techniques suffer from poor local optima, time-
consuming convergence rate, and it requires large computation time. Opposition-based learning 
(OBL) was planned by Tizhoosh (Tizhoosh, 2005). The extreme motto of OBL is the thought of a 
current and its equivalent approximation of opposite solution. Roy et al. estimated newly developed 
oppositional teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) and quasi OTLBO (Roy & Bhui, 2013; 
Roy et al. 2014;) for heat and power (CHPD) combining, economic emission dispatch.

In this paper, by accumulating the concept of OBL with basic method, i.e. OGOA is competent 
to solve the complex scientific trouble. In PSO, each element modifies its pose by using personal 
greatest position and the final up gradation is processed using global best position. Due to the opposite 
candidate solution, in case of OGOA, it has a chance to reach global optimum point rather that the 
local random point. Initially, to endorse the effectiveness, of the OGOA, it is introduced to the fossil 
fuel system for reducing the entire charge of the power generation without using and with using 
emission. For reducing the charge and pollutant emission supplementary, two renewable wind power 
parks are incorporated with the existing backdated system. A extensive relative lessons is carried out 
to exhibit the dominance of OGOA, with GOA, QPSO, CS, and GA for three dissimilar type of loads.

Though the proposed GOA, and OGOA techniques have the ability to extract optimal solution, 
but they need higher iterations count to achieve the best possible solution. Moreover, when the same 
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algorithms are applied on large complicated non-linear renewable energy based ELD problems, their 
performance is somehow deteriorated.

In section 2, the execution of mathematical problem of the mix power scheme together with 
minimization of cost and emission are discussed along with the numerical model of underestimation 
and overestimation cost. All equality and inequality constraints are presented in section 3. The 
applied oppositional OGOA is elaborated in section 4. Wind based ELD is highly presented using 
the proposed algorithm in section 4.2. Simulation outcome and relative conversation are offered in 
section 5. Lastly, in section 6, the paper comes to ends with finishing remarks.

2. MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Objective Function
Primary objective is to reduce the overall operating costs of the system and it is counted as below:
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where, $
TT( )  is the total cost including wind power overestimation, under estimation and carbon 

emission; N
W

 is the number of wind mill; N
T

 is the number of the thermal generators. F P
th ge i,( )  is 

the fuel generation cost of fossil fuel generator in $/h. C
Pi

 is the cost related to emission from fossil 
fuel generator. E X

OE i,( )  is the cost related to overestimation factor of wind. E X
UE i,( )  is the cost 

related to underestimation factor of wind.

2.2 Thermal Power Generators Mathematical Cost Calculation
The fossil fuel plants output power is increased by injecting more steam valve to the turbine’s inlet. 
The quadratic fuel cost function (Roy & Bhui, 2016; Basu, 2019) is represented by:
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where, α
i
, β

i
, γ

i
 are the generator constant coefficients; concrete power gained by the ith thermal 

unit is given by P
ge i,

 in MW; Thermal power generating cost is explained by F P
th ge i,( )  in $/h.

The cost function is more sensible and specific modelled is done using valve point effect. The effect 
of valve point is modelled as a sinusoidal function (Yao et al. 2012) and can be expressed as below:
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where, α β γ
i i i i i

f g, , , ,  are the generator constant coefficients for valve point effect. P
ge i,

min  is the 
lowest amount of ith thermal generation unit.

The emission calculating equation and carbon emission tax are expressed as below (Yuan et al. 2015):
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Abbreviation

$
TT( ) : Entire cost.

N
T : Total quantity of thermal generator.
N
W : Number of wind mills’.
α
i
, β

i
, γi : The generator constant coefficients.

P
ge i, : Actual power generated by the ith thermal unit in MW.
F P
th ge i,( ) : Fuel generation cost of fossil fuel generator in $/h.

f g
i i
, : Generator constant coefficients for valve point effect. 
P
ge i,

min : The minimum limit of ith thermal unit.

C
Pi

: The cost related to emission from fossil fuel generator.
E X

OE i,( ) : The cost related to overestimation factor of wind.

E X
UE i,( ) : The cost related to underestimation factor of wind.

e P
i ge i,( ) : Carbon emission by the ith thermal unit.

Ef
i
: Factors of fuel emission from thermal generators.

a b c
i i i
, , : Coefficients of fuel consumption.

C
TAX

: Carbon tax for emission content of fuels.
W
po

: Output of wind power.

v
cn
,  v

ct
,  v

rt
: Cut-in, cut-out and rated wind speed.

P
rt

: Rated output wind power in MW.
ρ : Density of blowing air in kg/m3.
A : Wind turbine blade area in m3.
v : Wind speed in m/s.
c and k: Scale and shape factor.
P
pb

: Wind power probability.

P
o i,

: Output power from the ith wind mill.

f w
w ( ) : Output power probability density functions. 

w
rt

: Wind power rated output.
w
av

: Average wind power output.
O
l
: Denotes l th grasshopper position.

S
l
: Social interaction.

G
l
: Gravity force of l th grasshopper.

A
l
: Wind propagation.

r
1
, r

2
 and r3 : Random number in between 0 and 1.

σ : Intensity of attraction.
t : Attractive length scale.
φ : Coefficient of reduction.
U
b

, L
b

: Higher and lower limits.

T̂
z( ) : The main goal of GOA.

η
max

: Maximum iteration.
O
p
*
i,j

: Opposite population of independent variables.
g  and τ : Gravitational value and constant flow.

ê
g





  and êk( ) : Unity vector towards the wind flow.

φ : Coefficient of reduction of GOA.
U
b

, L
b

: Extreme and least limit of the population.

η
max : Maximum iteration.
φ
max

, φ
min

: Upper and least values of GOA variable.
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where, e P
i ge i,( )  is the pollution penalty factor by the ith thermal power generation unit; Ef

i
 is the generators 

pollution factor; C
TAX

 is a tax of the pollutant carbon. a b c
i i i
, ,  are the utilization coefficients of fuel.

2.3 Mathematical Model of Renewable wind Energy
2.3.1 Investigation of Wind Power Probability
For a stochastic scenery of renewable input of power, the exact model of the authentic renewable 
generation of power production as well as speed of variation of power of wind are defined as:
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where, W
po

 is the output of applied renewable power; v
cn
,  v

ct
 and v

rt
 are the cut-in, cut-out and 

speed of wind. A  is the blade working region of the turbine in m3.P
rt

 is the wind power generation 
in rated; ρ  is the density of air in kg/m3; v  is the speed of the renewable power in m/s.

Using the weibull cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) 
(Yao F et al. 2012; Xuebin et al. 2019), wind speed is encountered as follows:
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where, c and k are the two factor which are represented by scale and shape, correspondingly.
Likewise, one important function of wind may be distinct as:
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Owing to the wind power stochastic scenery, probability (P
pb

) of wind power can be expressed 
in different segment and it is publicized using the equation (9)–(11):
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For the continuous variable of wind speed, final equation of renewable wind power can be 
summarized as under:
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The underestimation, overestimation and direct costs of wind power is important parameter for 
cost calculation. If the lesser quantity amount of original renewable power is present than the scheduled 
assessment, at that time, this phenomenon is called overestimated, for that reason, some energy desires 
to buy to overcome the situation. It is noted as underestimated penalty function (Hetzer et al. 2008), 
if the real power is superior than the expected amount. In continuation with that, the client desires 
to pay back the much amount of energy to the owner for decreasing the generation of making cost. 
It is assumed to be zero for this simulation study as used in (Yao et al. 2012) for the direct cost. All 
costs connected to renewable energy can be individually represented in below.

2.3.2 Overestimation, Underestimation and Direct Cost of Renewable Power
Renewable power accessibility is a haphazard type in scenery for the doubtful performance, so the 
worker may underestimates or overestimates the accessibility of wind power.
2.3.2.1 Overestimation
It take place when the genuine wind is incorrectly predicted, at that situation from an additional 
foundation is incorporated for support the additional power (Dubey, Pandit, & Panigrahi, 2015). It 
is represented by:
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where, P
o i,

 is output power from the ith windmill; W
po

 is wind power output; f w
w ( )  is probability 

density functions of output power.
2.3.2.2 Underestimation
It takes place if real renewable power is incorrectly encountered. It is supplementary quantity than that 
truly desired. For that reason, it is needed to reimburse surplus energy (Firouzi, Farjah, & Abarghooee, 
2013), so assured charge is taken into account in this progression:

E X X W P f w dw
UE i

un i
po o i

P
o i

P
ra i

w,
,

,

,

,

( ) = −( ) ( )∫  (14)

2.3.2.3 Direct Cost
There is zero predictable cost because the system operator owns the direct costs. That is presented by:

E X
dr i

( )
,
= 0  (15)

3. SySTEM CONSTRAINTS

Entire creation of renewable energy from fossil fuels sector and wind sector should be identical to 
entire constraint and losses (Dubey, Pandit, & Panigrahi, 2015):
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Wind power output restriction as well as thermal unit’s minimum and maximum limits, power 
balance equations are distinct by the equation (17)-(18):

P P P
ge i ge i ge i, ,min , , ,max

≤ ≤  (17)

0 ≤ ≤w w
av j rt j, ,

 (18)

4. GOA ALGORITHM

A novel grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) optimization approach has been developed, using 
the different swarming behavior in nymph and adult phases of grasshoppers by Seyedali & Mirjalili 
(Saremi & Mirjalili, 2017). A masses amount of nymph modify their pose similar to cylinder of 
spinning type arrangement. Depending on the carnivorous strategy of grasshoppers a exact social 
network is created, which add them in a path that their positions can be harmonized. Moreover, by the 
group recognition, it can be fixed their positions. Attraction and repulsion forces are very important 
two forces. Repulsion force is present for space of search exploration. Searching of food through 
swarming is done by two ways, namely, exploring and exploiting method. To build up a sense of 
balance between local as well as global search, updating position of grasshopper is continued and if 
the greatest solution have been found at that scenario, it will be converged promptly.
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4.1 GOA Numerical Replica

Usual presentation of the applied algorithm i.e. O
l
 express the lth position of grasshopper and 

corresponding main structure is determined using the below mentioned equation:

Ol Slr Glr Alr= + +1 2 3  (19)

where S
l
is the interaction as communal type; A

l
is the wind propagation; G

l
is the gravity forces of 

the lth grasshopper; Rate of random amountr
1
, r

2
and r

3
are in within 0 and 1:

S
l

S
f lk

k

N
dw

Z
lk

Z= ∑ ( )( ˆ )  (20)

Grasshopper total count is noted by Ndw ; the communal forces is represented using S
f

, Z
lk

 is 

lth and kth grasshopper scale to present the distance between them; t  express the pretty distance 
between end to end and attraction intensity is shown by σ  and it is described below:

S
f

e
r t

e r= − −σ
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 (21)

Vector of applied algorithm is represented as:
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x
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By applying the equation (19)- (25), modified equation becomes:
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4.2 Opposition Based Learning

B Y Z B
o
= + −  (28)

Now, d-dimensional space summit can be described as P B B Bd( , ,... )
1

2 ; B Y Z i d
i i i
∈ 


 =, ; , ,...1 2  

and the point which have been counted opposite i.e. { , ,.... }B B Bo o o
d1 2 , and it is explained as:

B Y Z B
o i i i i
, = + −  (29)

where B  is a actual figure and B Y Z∈ 

, ; Y Z,  are higher and minor restrictions of B .

4.3 Ogoa Applied to Non-Smooth Load Dispatch
The investigation practice of the applied algorithm for ELD trouble is presented as under:

Step1: Identify the upper limit and minimum invention of generation of every individual section. 
Arbitrarily create the preliminary positions where searching have been taken place. The electricity 
production of entire thermal units apart from slack as well as wind turbines power generations is 
arbitrarily produced between their working ranges. The generation of power from fossil fuels is 
the last unit and it is measured by applying equation (16) and added viability is monitored using 
the equation (17)-(18) and it satisfies the realistic ELD action constraints.

Step2: O
p
*  is fashioned for a opposite population and it is written by equation (30). Initialization for 

every part of the particular grasshopper is done accordingly:

O Y Z P
p i i i j
*

,i,j
= + −  (30)

j th  vector of the population of ith  autonomous variables is represented by P
i j,

; j th  vector of 
the opposite population for the ith  autonomous variables is established by O

pi j
*

,
.

Step3: Calculate the oppositional population O
p
*
i,j

 sets and existing population fitness value.
Step4: Fix the production offset to the numerical value 0. i.e. n = 0 .
Step5: The robustness of every character is estimated by providing equation (1).
Step6: A small number of elite solutions are also recognized from the values from best to worst. 

From the current population (P), fittest vectors are calculated. Then, sort the selected population 
from best to worst values.
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Step7: By deploying equation (26), the optimum control values of all working unit have been calculated 
but slack unit generation is excluded.

Step8: If generation of active power of some unit is not in valid list, then it will be equipped with the 
identical to the smallest amount evaluation and superior value to the maximum range is identical 
to the uppermost rank. Then the accumulated solution according to the best fit is organized. 
Generating units’ active power generation are reorganized.

Step9: To substitute a low-grade result with the most excellent solution, a proxy worker is incorporated.
Step10: Boost the generation counter by one, i.e. n n= +1 .
Step11: Convergence principle is verified (execute the optimal results like, underestimation cost, 

wind power generation, fuel cost, overestimation cost, l generations of thermal power etc..Or 
else, again skip to step 4 for the successive iteration. The corresponding ring is in process until 
uppermost iteration is attained.

5. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To authenticate the efficiency and usefulness of applied OGOA methods for ELD systems by adding 
renewable sources of energy, a few case studies are carried out. Output gained from OGOA are 
analyzed and the result using GOA, QPSO, CS, and GA has been compared. The presentation of the 
planned OGOA technique is described by applying ELD problem (i) without using wind and without 
using carbon tax (case 1), (ii) without using wind and with using carbon tax i.e. with emission (case 
2), (iii) with using wind and without using carbon tax (case 3), and (iv) with using wind and with 
using carbon tax i.e. with emission (case 4). The emission factors and generators coefficients of the 
fossil fuel generator are considered from (Venkatesh & Lee, 2008). Decrease the emission, and cost 
for two wind parks are included in the case 3 and case 4. The windmills parameters and speed data 
is imported from (Australian Bureau of Meteorology,) and (Masters et al., 2004). This scientific 
algorithm method execution is processed over fully modernize system i.e. it has i5 processor, 2.53 
GHz core with 4 GB RAM in MATLAB with a 50 self-regulating solutions and 100 self-regulating 
runs. Input parameter for simulation result related to thermal generator, wind generator and proposed 
algorithm is shown in the Appendix.

5.1 without Using wind Energy and without Carbon Tax—Fossil Fuel ELD
For single objective optimization problem, the usefulness of the projected OGOA method is 
demonstrated by adding it to IEEE 30-bus test system for a variety of standard a few demands 
of load, i.e. 1600MW, 1400MW, 1200MW. Here carbon tax is not considered. 50 numbers of 
populations are approved to analysis the OGOA technique robustness. This case study has been 
represented as without using wind and without using carbon tax case study and named as case 
study 1. The outcome in Table 1 and Table 2 evidently shows that the projected OGOA method 
results in reduction in entire generation cost (37445.291 $/h, 33153.865 $/h, 29109.674 $/h) as 
compared to basic GOA result, QPSO result, GA (37601.2 $/h, 33604.3$/h, 29551.0 $/h), and 
CS (37545.9 $/h, 33365.7 $/h 29540.4 $/h) for a variety of loads. The power generation which 
is optimal range is scheduled in Table 1. Besides, the equivalent entire fuel cost gained from 
OGOA and GOA are also presented in Table 1. From conclusion, it is indubitably perceptible 
that smallest amount cost is achieved using OGOA. Over 100 runs, in terms of maximum cost, 
minimum cost and mean cost of OGOA are compared with GOA, QPSO,GA and CS. Statistical 
analysis, in terms of minimum, maximum and mean cost of the OGOA, GOA, GA, CS and QPSO 
are presented in Table 2. It is comprehensible that useful OGOA method converges punctually 
to the most favorable solution. Fig. 1 represents the convergence bend for 1600 MW load for 
cost minimization problem using the projected OGOA method.
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5.2 without Using wind Energy and with the Carbon Tax—Fossil Fuel ELD
OGOA method is projected on the same IEEE system including the single objective minimization 
problem of cost as well as without incorporating renewable energy and penalty carbon tax is included 
for 1400 MW, 1200 MW and 1600 MW load demand. This case study has been represented as 
without using wind and with using carbon tax i.e. with emission case study and named as case study 

Figure 1. Convergence graph for cost minimalization without wind and without carbon tax of 1600 MW load using OGOA

Table 1. Simulation results comparison of OGOA, GOA and QPSO algorithm for case 1 (without added wind and without added 
carbon tax)

Unit
QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA

1600 
(MW)

1600 
(MW) 1600 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 

(MW) 1200 (MW) 1200 (MW)

G1 109.9400 109.7128 98.9824 108.6000 101.8259 98.5398 107.7300 109.8962 98.5398

G2 99.3400 100.0000 100.0000 99.6300 100.0000 100.0000 99.9200 20.0000 98.5398

G3 578.7800 600.0000 591.2389 588.7300 594.0227 591.2389 582.5400 600.0000 591.2389

G4 509.3400 520.0000 424.1593 416.1600 372.2747 424.1593 259.0300 320.1038 261.6815

G5 259.7200 230.2872 345.6194 146.8600 191.8767 146.0620 110.4200 110.0000 110.0000

G6 42.8800 40.0000 40.0000 40.0100 40.0000 40.0000 40.3600 40.0000 40.0000

Cost 
($/h) 37841.88 37527.7 37445.2909 33686.8 33222.5 33153.8647 29556.7 29536.2 29109.6744

Table 2. Simulation results comparison for case study 1 (without added wind and without added carbon tax)

Algorithm
1600 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 (MW)

Min ($/hr) Max ($/hr) Mean ($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max ($/
hr)

Mean 
($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max

($/hr)
Mean
($/hr)

QOPSO 37841.88 NA NA 33686.8 NA NA 29556.7 NA NA

GA 37601.2 37636.0 37624.4 33604.3 33628.1 33612.4 29551.0 29579.3 29564.7

CS 37545.9 37577.0 37555.9 33365.7 33379.0 33371.7 29540.4 29575.2 29546.9

GOA 37527.7 37539.1 37531.2 33222.5 33455.9 33339.7 29536.2 29567.5 29544.4

OGOA 37445.2909 37469.9 37452.0 33153.8647 33176.9 33164.4 29109.6744 29134.4 29119.8
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2. Simulation outcome for this case without using energy of renewable sources as well as penalty 
carbon tax incorporating system are exposed in Table 3. From the simulation outcome, it is confirmed 
that minimum full amount cost for OGOA are 55866.151 $/h, 51329.3288 $/h & 46760.6803 $/h, 
while those obtained for GA, and CS are (56604.6 $/h, 51666.5 $/h, 48453.2 $/h), (56009.8 $/h, 
51532.9 $/h, 47480.9 $/h), for variety of different standard load demand. Most excellent generation 
cost by incorporating emission cost using the projected OGOA may moderate from 37445.291 $/h 
to 55866.151 $/h, 33153.865 $/h to 51329.3288 $/h, 29109.674 $/h to 46760.6803 $/h. Comparison 
of optimal fuel costs using highly developed OGOA with the outcome achieved by QOPSO, GOA, 
GA, and CS techniques are shown in Table 4.

5.3 Renewable ELD- with Using wind Energy and without Carbon Tax
To reduce the generation cost, in this single objective problem, two wind farms are incorporated to 
judgment the most excellent most favorable agenda of thermal and renewable wind integrating system 
using OGOA. This case study has been represented as with using wind and without using carbon tax 
i.e. without emission case study and named as case study 3. The achieved results for minimization of 
fuel cost in particular the most favorable generation of power agenda of the thermal and renewable 
power plant are listed in Table 5. The total cost for OGOA are 35869.246 $/h, 31756.116 $/h, 
27858.2438 $/h and generation expenses in dollar using QOPSO, GOA, GA and CS are (37601.7 $/h, 
33259.6 $/h, 29513.46 $/h), (36071.200 $/h, 31874.400 $/h, 27927.800 $/h), (36084.1 $/h, 32329.6 
$/h, 28893.3 $/h), (36081.4 $/h, 31921.1 $/h, 27890.1 $/h). Statistical analysis, i.e. minimum, mean, 
maximum cost of the OGOA, GOA, GA, CS and QPSO are presented in Table 6. It may be noticed 
from the simulation learning that the recommended OGOA algorithm created enhanced presentation 
as compared to the GOA, QPSO, GA and CS methods. This oppositional GOA technique in addition 

Table 3. Simulation results comparison of OGOA, GOA and QPSO algorithm for case 2 (without wind and with carbon tax)

Unit 
QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA

1600 
(MW) 1600 (MW) 1600 (MW) 1400 

(MW)
1400 

(MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 
(MW) 1200 (MW) 1200 (MW)

G1 23.01 100.1909 98.5398 29.4400 20.6745 98.5398 23.01 59.7447 59.2699

G2 21.7400 21.3154 20.0000 22.4500 20.0000 20.0000 21.7400 20.0000 20.0000

G3 569.4400 590.2075 591.2389 570.1200 592.5451 591.2389 569.4400 600.0000 591.2389

G4 506.1200 474.9951 520.0000 511.2800 414.3555 424.1593 404.0800 370.2553 371.7994

G5 369.5000 372.9821 330.2213 226.0700 312.4249 226.0620 137.8100 110.0000 117.6918

G6 43.2300 40.3117 40.0000 40.6400 40.0000 40.0000 40.9300 40.0000 40.0000

Cost($/h) 58035.9 55994 55866.1516 53346.7 51472.3 51329.3288 48669.39 47104.3 46760.6803

Table 4. Simulation results comparison for case 2 (without wind and with carbon tax)

Algorithm
1600 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 (MW)

Min ($/hr) Max ($/hr) Mean ($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max ($/
hr)

Mean 
($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max ($/

hr) Mean ($/hr)

QOPSO 57699.2 NA NA 55628 NA NA 48527.4 NA NA

GA 56604.6 56624.3 56640.7 51666.5 51889.7 51774.8 48453.2 48488.0 48462.8

CS 56009.8 56054.1 56022.5 51532.9 51549.9 51538.0 47480.9 47504.8 47494.6

GOA 55994 56117.3 56000.1 51472.3 51490.4 51478.2 47104.3 47128.5 47114.0

OGOA 55866.1516 55912.8 55898.8 51329.3288 51352.8 51342.0 46760.6803 46791.1 46772.3
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to the existing advantages it is also initiated the utmost probability of searching the finest output 
solution for fossil fuel and renewable energy integrating ELD problem. The cost convergence profile 
of 1400 MW by the proposed OGOA method is shown in Fig. 2.

5.4 with Using wind Energy and with the Carbon Tax - Renewable ELD
Likewise, the above mentioned case, to examine auxiliary the effectiveness of the projected recently 
discovered OGOA algorithm, it has been introduced to the identical IEEE 30-bus integrating renewable 
structure to diminish the whole generation cost. This case study has been represented as with using wind 
and with using carbon tax i.e. with emission case study and named as case study 4. Table 7 shows the 
numerical results of OGOA (55866.151 $/h, 51329.328 $/h, 46760.680 $/h), GOA outcome, QPSO 
outcome, GA (56604.6 $/h, 51666.5 $/h, 48453.2 $/h), and CS (56009.8 $/h, 51532.9 $/h, 47480.9 $/h). 
For 1200 MW load, a convergence profile of generation cost versus iterations number of the algorithm 
for the OGOA technique is depicted in Fig. 3. Outcome which is achieved through the applied algorithm, 
denotes entire generation cost and it is considered more superior than GOA, QPSO, GA, and CS methods. 
Comparison of power generation of each unit with using wind energy and with emission tax by deploying 
OGOA is presented in Fig. 4. An assessment of charge of generation cost for each method for 1400 
MW, 1200 MW and 1600 MW load is displayed in Fig. 5. A comparison like assessment of optimal 

Table 5. Simulation results comparison of OGOA, GOA and QPSO for case 3 (with wind and without carbon tax)

Unit 
(MW)

QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA

1600 
(MW) 1600 (MW) 1600 (MW) 1400 

(MW)
1400 

(MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 
(MW)

1200 
(MW)

1200 
(MW)

G1 95.2700 102.2086 107.5222 94.3900 96.2270 98.5398 103.5600 96.4979 100.2213

G2 97.9500 100.0000 98.5398 96.5300 100.0000 98.5398 99.0900 100.0000 98.5398

G3 568.8700 600.0000 591.2389 594.2400 590.7879 591.2389 567.6600 593.5021 591.2389

G4 452.1300 473.8040 424.1593 319.9600 315.0956 319.4395 211.6400 110.0000 110.0000

G5 266.2300 136.9874 188.5398 117.1600 110.0000 110.0000 138.0500 110.0000 110.0000

G6 49.5200 40.0000 40.0000 43.9500 40.0000 40.0000 40.2500 40.0000 40.0000

W7 1.9100 89.0000 90.0000 15.8000 90.0000 82.2420 8.318 90.0000 90.0000

W8 59.1200 58.0000 60.0000 58.4700 57.8894 60.0000 31.42 60.0000 60.0000

Fuel 
Cost($/h) 37601.7 34411.0 34209.0464 33259.6 30214.2 30207.0021 29513.46 26267.6 26198.0436

Total cost 
($/h) 37601.7 36071.2002 35869.2466 33259.6 31874.4002 31756.1163 29513.46 27927.8002 27858.2438

Table 6. Simulation results comparison for case 3 (with added wind and without added carbon tax)

Algorithm
1600 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 (MW)

Min ($/hr) Max ($/hr) Mean
($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max ($/

hr)
Mean 
($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max ($/

hr) Mean ($/hr)

QOPSO 37601.7 NA NA 33259.6 NA NA 29513.46 NA NA

GA 36084.1 36121.8 36090.5 32329.6 32342.9 32336.4 28893.3 28920.7 28901.1

CS 36081.4 36120.8 36086.1 31921.1 31948.0 31930.3 27890.1 27911.5 27901.3

GOA 36071.2002 36092.4 36080.3 31874.4002 31905.5 31882.9 27927.8002 27954.4 27939.7

OGOA 35869.2466 35888.8 35877.8 31756.1163 31787.9 31769.2 27858.2438 27891.0 27899.4
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Figure 2. Convergence graph for cost minimalization with wind and without carbon tax of 1400 MW load using OGOA

Figure 3. Convergence graph for cost minimalization with wind and with carbon tax of 1200 MW load using OGOA

Figure 4. Comparison of power generation of each unit of different load for with wind and with emission tax using OGOA
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fuel cost with advanced OGOA to the result achieved by basic GOA, QPSO, GA, and CS techniques in 
terms of statistical result is shown in Table 8. A graphical comparison in terms of convergence graph 
using OGOA, GOA, GA, and CS for three different load demand are represented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE OF wORKS

In this paper, the formulation and execution of solution techniques to find out the explanation 
of economic dispatch difficulty using oppositional grasshopper optimization are carried out 
successfully by incorporating stochastic renewable wind power generation. To make sure the 
feasibility, a meta-heuristic OGOA optimization is projected and experienced it on 6-thermal, 
2-wind test system including non-smooth constraints. The obtained results using RESs (renewable 
energy sources) and without using RESs are compared in the text. Appropriate function are taken 

Figure 5. Comparison of fuel cost of different load for different minimization using OGOA

Figure 6. Convergence graph for with wind and with emission tax of 1600 MW load using different algorithm
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into account to utilize stochastic natures of the renewable sources and it is measured in this work. 
This result powerfully suggests that the possibilities of the proposed OGOA approach for solving 
single objective wind-based ELD problems. So, it is intelligible that OGOA algorithm produces 
the most excellent comprehensive optimum solution by avoiding the inadequacy convergence i.e. 
which is premature type. The proposed research work is one of the promising topics for power 
system operation because by using the renewable energy sources the society can be protected from 
the effect of dangerous greenhouse gases as well as the power can be generated at cheap rate and 
it helps the consumer to get electricity at affordable price. 

A related enhancement in addition with renewable ELD is recognized in the upcoming 
research prospect, for cross scheduling with a multiplicity of renewable sources of energy, 

Figure 7. Convergence graph for with wind and with emission tax of 1400 MW load using different algorithm

Figure 8. Convergence graph for with wind and with emission tax of 1200 MW load using different algorithm
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unit commitment, etc. In this manuscript, hydrothermal scheduling incorporating wind 
energy has been discussed and successfully been solved using three efficient meta-heuristics 
algorithms as well as power system operation and generation using conventional and non-
conventional energy sources has been discussed. It is also noticed that renewable energy 
incorporating ELD provides reliable power to the consumer ends and save the humankinds 
by reducing pollutant emissions.
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Table 7. Simulation results comparison of OGOA, GOA and QPSO algorithm for case 4 (with wind and with carbon tax)

Unit
QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA QOPSO GOA OGOA

1600 
(MW)

1600 
(MW) 1600 (MW) 1400 

(MW)
1400 

(MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 (MW) 1200 (MW) 1200 (MW)

G1 20.6482 48.5314 59.2699 63.5900 59.2558 59.2699 55.4900 20.6482 20.0000

G2 21.3966 20.0000 20.0000 20.2100 20.0000 20.0000 20.9200 21.3966 20.0000

G3 600.0000 591.1547 591.2389 568.8700 591.2532 591.2389 563.3600 600.0000 591.2389

G4 273.5901 476.5313 476.5191 472.0800 376.4179 371.7994 355.1200 273.5901 268.7611

G5 110.0000 293.6334 262.9721 132.4800 212.6576 167.6918 110.4400 110.0000 110.0000

G6 40.0000 40.0000 40.0000 42.8800 40.0000 40.0000 47.7400 40.0000 40.0000

G7 36.6100 50.0078 90.0000 40.8800 42.0162 90.0000 5.2500 82.2808 90.0000

G8 59.3000 80.1414 60.0000 59.0100 58.3993 60.0000 41.6800 52.0843 60.0000

Fuel 
Cost($/h) NA NA 54205.9514 NA NA 49669.1286 NA NA 45100.4801

Total cost 
($/h) 57699.2 55994 55866.1516 55628 51472.3 51329.3288 48527.4 47104.3 46760.6803

Table 8. Simulation results comparison for case 4 (with wind and with carbon tax)

Algorithm
1600 (MW) 1400 (MW) 1200 (MW)

Min ($/hr) Max ($/hr) Mean ($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max ($/
hr)

Mean 
($/hr) Min ($/hr) Max

($/hr) Mean ($/hr)

QOPSO 57699.2 NA NA 55628 NA NA 48527.4 NA NA

GA 56604.6 56626.0 56609.4 51666.5 51699.1 51674.9 48453.2 48469.4 48457.8

CS 56009.8 56054.8 56023.6 51532.9 51547.1 51539.5 47480.9 47513.0 47491.1

GOA 55994 55999.3 55995.9 51472.3 51485.3 51479.0 47104.3 47127.0 47112.9

OGOA 55866.1516 55912.7 55900.0 51329.3288 51345.9 51340.4 46760.6803 46788.0 46769.9
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Table 9. Input cost, emission coefficients data for thermal generator and wind generator
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K 1.8862 K 1.7128

1 0.002 10.0 2000 0.08 200 0.00004 0.2 40 20 110 v
in 4 v

in 3

2 0.0025 15.0 2500 0.04 300 0.00005 0.3 50 20 100 v
rated 16 v

rated 13

3 0.0018 9.0 6000 0.04 400 0.000024 0.12 80 120 600 v
out 25 v

out 25

4 0.00315 18.0 923.4 0.06 150 0.0084 48 2462.4 110 520 C
p j, 30 C

p j, 20

5 0.0032 20.0 950 0.08 100 0.009 50 2500 110 500 C
r j, 5 C

r j, 5

6 0.003432 23.4 124.8 0.10 80 0.0000343 0.234 1.248 40 200 w
rated 3 w

rated 3

Table 10. OGOA algorithm input parameters

Number of iteration Population size α
max

α
min

Simulation time (Sec)

100 50 0.86 0.2 38


